Kaynemaile is
the link between
art and science.

Kaynemaile was founded on pure innovation. From
our inception on the set of The Lord of the Rings
movie trilogy, to our latest collaborations with
some of the world’s biggest companies—that pure
innovation remains at our core.
We reimagined a 2000-year-old material—inventing
a seamless polycarbonate chainmail mesh with our
own award winning technology.
Our patented seamless mesh is used to create, divide
and protect building interiors and exteriors around
the world.
We’ve created a standard product range from our
proven architectural mesh solutions making it easy
for you to specify, order and install. If our standard
products don’t suit your concept our team of
specialised designers, engineers and fabricators can
collaborate with you on a custom solution.
Take a look at some of our projects and see what we
can do.
We’d love to work with you.

Contact Us
PHONE:

NZ +64 4 473 4989
AU Toll Free 1800 231 153
USA Toll Free 1855 387 5440

EMAIL:

info@kaynemaile.com

WEB:

www.kaynemaile.com

Kayne Horsham

CEO & Founder

The Kaynemaile Solutions
Choose from our range of standard solutions for your project
or talk to us about a custom solution.

1 Exterior
Kaynemaile-Armour

™

Multiple solutions for exterior
environments—facade cladding,
rain and wind screening and
solar shading.
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2 Interior
Spacemaile Screens
™

Hanging, fixed or operable
screens for interior
environments. Suitable for
privacy and security screening,
partitions and feature walls.

For more visit: www.kaynemaile.com

For technical information, cut sheets and fixing
details visit www.kaynemaile.com/technical or
contact us info@kaynemaile.com

Solutions
3 Custom
Your project and our
product
When our standard solutions
don’t suit your vision, we can
reconfigure them to your
requirements or provide a custom
design and fabrication service.
It’s all possible.

4 Lighting
Luxmaile

™

Our Luxmaile range is designed
for custom lighting and
sculptural projects. Talk to us
about the possibilities.
For more, visit
www.kaynemaile.com/lighting
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Protecting buildings around the world
Specialising in facades for existing or new buildings. From
single-piece flat screens to multi-screen sculptural installations,
we have a solution to work with your design and budget.

Exterior
Kaynemaile-Armour™

Pacific Fair Shopping Centre, Carpark Facade
Kaynemaile-Armour | Colour: Custom | Gold Coast, AU

Coco California retail store, Port Lincoln Australia
Whether your project is an existing or new build,
Kaynemaile-Armour is perfect for beautifying and protecting
buildings and their occupants from the elements.

System benefits: Solar shading, beautification

Coco California used Kaynemaile-Armour to modernise their
existing, low key retail frontage at Port Lincoln, Australia.
A simple and effective way to add some upscale cool to an
existing facade.

Colour: Steel

Architect: Bascomb Family

——Aislinn Basscomb,
Coco California Owner

For more installation photos, visit www.kaynemaile.com/coco-california

Installation: Aiden Sheehy, AS Building

“Absolutely delighted
with the result.”

Exterior
Kaynemaile-Armour™

A modern
facade facelift
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The Kate Edger Building walkway,
University of Auckland, New Zealand
Located in the middle of a busy inner-city university campus,
this walkway connects two buildings where hundreds of
students cross each day. Spanning three floors and installed
as single sheets of mesh, Kaynemaile-Armour gives protection
from the wind, rain and sun as well as providing safety from
falling.
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System benefits: Rain and wind screening, safety from falling,
beautification
Architect: architectus
Installation: Fletcher Interiors, GRJ Developments
Colour: Jade Green

Kaynemaile-Armour;
protecting students
from the elements.

Exterior
Kaynemaile-Armour™

All weather walkway protection

Ideal Electrical, Lower Hutt, New Zealand
Wrapping around a series of custom-designed pyramid forms
highlighted the material properties of Kaynemaile-Armour—
strength, flexibility and rigidity, all in a lightweight package.

Application: Building facade

Exposed to extreme sun Kaynemaile-Armour provides
internal solar shading, yet gives inside-out visibility. Located
a close distance from the ocean, the non-corrosive nature of
Kaynemaile-Armour means it outperforms other traditional
materials.

Installation: Kaynemaile, GRJ Developments
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System benefits: Solar protection, beautification, privacy screening
Design: Thomas Chong Architect, Brynn McCauley of BMC Architecture
Colour: Bronze

“We have been fascinated to see the facade changing
its appearance over the course of a day–transforming
from an undulating bronze veil in the morning into gold
pyramids when in direct sunlight in the afternoon.”
——Thomas Chong, Thomas Chong Architects Ltd

Exterior
Kaynemaile-Armour™

Strength and
sun resistance

Pacific Fair Shopping Centre,
Gold Coast, Australia
This three-dimensional facade draws inspiration from the surf
and golden sand of the Gold Coast’s world famous beaches.

Application: Car park kinetic facade and flat screens

The Pacific Fair Shopping Centre facade turns a car park into
a stunning functional and highly visible landmark. During the
day the sun sparkles off the ten million individual rings—at
night the second layer of Marine mesh becomes a rippling
wave moving with the breeze from the nearby Pacific Ocean.

Design: Scentre Group Design
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System benefits: Beautification, solar shading
Installation: Auzmet Architectural, GRJ Developments
Colour: Double layer screens in custom colour Marine and Champagne

“It’s been a rewarding collaborative
project with Kaynemaile and our team,
and the result speaks for itself.”
——Stephen Simpson, Regional Manager Design Projects,
Scentre Group Design

Exterior
Kaynemaile-Armour™

Gold Coast inspiration

Interior
Spacemaile™ Screens

Barriers can be beautiful and functional
Offering four complete screen solutions: Folding, Hanging,
Tension and In-Fill.

Torre Solaria Reception | Spacemaile Hanging Screens
Colour: Water Clear | Milan, Italy

The Spacemaile Solutions
Spacemaile is our range of flexible, affordable interior screens.
We’ve developed two simple fixing systems that work across our
product range. Whatever your need, there is a Spacemaile screen
solution for your interior project.

For technical information, cut sheets and fixing
details visit www.kaynemaile.com/technical or
contact us info@kaynemaile.com

Hanging Screens

Tension Screens

Folding Screens

In-Fill Screens

Spacemaile Hanging Screens are a
simple ceiling-hung solution utilising
a stainless steel tube and ceiling hook
system. Use them to divide interior
spaces, create visual privacy and as
decorative backdrops.

Spacemaile Tension Screens are a
hard-wearing, semi-rigid system,
designed to be tensioned between
the floor and ceiling. Ideal for floor
to ceiling balustrades, green walls,
stairwells, and most safety from
falling applications.

Our Spacemaile Folding Screens are
an operable system ideal for creating
functional separation. Perfect for
entertainment environments like bars,
clubs and restaurants, or even open
plan offices where flexible spaces are
required.

Spacemaile In-Fill Screens are
designed to fit into framed openings
using our simple low profile track.
Our system works perfectly in
doors, windows and cabinetry. When
combined with feature lighting it is
perfect for retail point-of-sale and
commercial design applications.
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For more visit: www.kaynemaile.com/interior-screens
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Torre Solaria reception area, Milan, Italy
This translucent Water Clear Spacemaile Hanging Screen
floats within the reception of this prestigious Milan
apartment building.
Installed as one large seamless piece the screen gives an
ethereal atmosphere to the spacious foyer—providing an
elegant solution for solar shading.

Application: Spacemaile Hanging Screen
System benefits: Solar screening, privacy
Design: General Project: Studio Arquitectonica, Miami Common areas and
the interiors: Studio Dolce Vita Homes, Antonio Citterio, Patricia Viel and
Partners and Coima Image
Reseller: Bencore SRL
Colour: Water Clear
Photography: Antonio Lombardini
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Spacemaile mesh has unlimited
sheet dimensions—we can
complete large or small scale
projects seamlessly.

Interior
Spacemaile™

Beautiful
solar screening

Seamless security screening
With 16 million passengers predicted by 2037 the material
requirements for Medina’s new airport terminal were critical.
Spacemaile exceeded these requirements providing airflow
and security all in single piece screens up to 90 metres in
width. Our Spacemaile screens prove that barriers can be
functional and beautiful.

Application: Spacemaile Tension Screens
System benefits: Security, privacy, large scale pieces
Architect: Maurice Rosario of GMW London, UK
Installation: JML (UAE) LLC, GRJ Developments

Interior
Spacemaile™

 rince Mohammad Bin Abdulaziz International Airport,
P
Medina, Saudi Arabia

Barriers can
be beautiful.

Colour: Water Clear

Mesh Detail
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Interior
Spacemaile™

Functional and flexible
space dividers
Nokia, London, UK
The design at Nokia’s North London headquarters called for
flexible and informal workspaces. Gensler selected Spacemaile
to create breakout areas and screens for this 6000-squaremetre contemporary office building. Our Spacemaile folding
screens delivered visual privacy for a range of functional
spaces while maintaining the open plan atmosphere.

Application: Spacemaile Folding Screens
System benefits: Privacy
Architect: Gensler, London
Colour: Water Clear
Photographer: Hufton and Crow

Spacemaile folding
screens delivered visual
privacy for a range of
functional spaces.

Folding Screen track detail
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Commercial and
retail roll-outs

Air NZ, Auckland, New Zealand

ANZ Bank branches, New Zealand

When Air New Zealand’s design team redeveloped their
premium check-in area at Auckland International Airport they
chose Spacemaile In-Fill Screens for their point of sale units.

Application: Spacemaile In-Fill Screens
System benefits: Privacy, security
Colour: Water Clear

Installed as double-layers the screens allowed the designers
to incorporate in-built LED lighting while maintaining airflow
through the check-in area.
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For more visit: www.kaynemaile.com/in-fill-screens

For their national branch refurbishments across New Zealand
ANZ Bank required screening to work with their informal
approach to customer service.

Application: Spacemaile Hanging Screens

Spacemaile Hanging Screens gave visual privacy for the
customer meeting rooms as well as back-of-house areas—
all this while adding an attractive visual element for their
nationwide store roll-out.

Colour: Ice Blue

For more visit: www.kaynemaile.com/hanging-screens

Interior
Spacemaile™

A premium solution
for point-of-sale

System benefits: Privacy
Design: ANZ in-house designer, ASC Architects
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Kaynemaile
Custom Solutions

Our product, your design
At Kaynemaile we are more than just a manufacturer.
We specialise in providing custom interior and exterior
architectural solutions using our Kaynemaile
architectural mesh.
The University of Auckland, Atrium
Engineered Solution | Colour: Ruby Red | Auckland, NZ

Wellington, New Zealand
Kaynemaile developed a unique solution for balustrading over
a three-storey stairwell in a 1980s office tower. Reaching from
floor to ceiling and installed as one single piece, our Water Clear
mesh gives a translucent effect and removes the need for extra
handrails and fixings. A simple, stunning and cost effective way
to link three floors together.
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Application: Custom stairwell balustrade
System benefits: Safety from falling, beautification
Design: architecture+
Installation: GRJ Developments
Colour: Water Clear

One single piece
spanning seamlessly
between three floors.

Kaynemaile™
Custom Solutions

Making balustrades
beautiful

Shed 10, Queens Wharf, Auckland, New Zealand

Shed 10 is a heritage listed, events space and cruise ship
terminal on Auckland City’s waterfront. Spacemaile Folding
Screens were chosen to compliment the historical aesthetic
of the building and provide security and event screening for
this multi-functional space.
Our lockable folding screens are extremely versatile, giving
the ability to create sectioned-off spaces or larger open areas
depending on your requirements.

Application: Security Screen
System benefits: Security, space division
Design: Jasmax
Installation: GRJ Developments
Colour: Obsidian Black custom matt finish

A versatile and attractive
screen solution for multi-use
venues.

Kaynemaile™
Custom Solutions

Security with style
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The University of Auckland,
Auckland, New Zealand
This striking floor-to-ceiling, twin layer Kaynemaile screen
has transformed an outdoor atrium in a busy inner-city
campus into a vibrant meeting area. It handles rain and wind
protection and code-compliant fall protection with ease—
creating a beautiful, breathable space in a previously under
used area.
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Application: Kaynemaile-Armour Tension Screens
System benefits: Safety from falling, weather screening, solar shading
Design: architectus
Installation: Fletcher Interiors, GRJ Developments
Colour: Ruby Red

Transforming an
outdoor atruim into a
vibrant meeting area.

Kaynemaile™
Custom Solutions

Making vibrant spaces

Luxmaile™
Custom Lighting Design
Modern, beautiful, durable
Luxmaile will infuse the simplest of environments with richness
and depth. We design and manufacture chandeliers, light
shades, & pendants to your specifications — customising your
fixture while you sort the electrical hardware.
For more, visit www.kaynemaile.com/lighting
Cornell University, Ceiling Feature
Luxmaile Lighting | Colour: Water Clear | New York, USA

What makes
Kaynemaile so great?

Our technical benefits

Kaynemaile’s polycarbonate mesh is a patented, world-leading
innovation. With over 60-years of polycarbonate material science and
research to call on we know our mesh inside out. We’ve undertaken
extensive laboratory and field tests to ensure our product range
works and we keep testing it everyday. We think the benefits of our
product are extraordinary.

Unlimited
Screen Size
We can make our screens to any
height or width with no joins or
distracting gaps. This gives freedom
at the design concept stage that
other materials don’t. Making our
screens to the size you need them
means less structure, less fixings,
and less time on site.

Low
Maintenance
Easy to clean. Exterior applications
can be washed down with water.
Interior applications can be brushed
down or vacuumed. For best results
we recommend an annual clean.
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Nil-waste
Manufacturing
Our mesh is made from recyclable
polycarbonate. We make to order and
our unique manufacturing process
means there is no waste. Kaynemaile
mesh has only 1/8th of the embodied
energy compared to metal mesh.

Trusted
Durability
Metal based materials corrode
and oxidise in coastal conditions.
Kaynemaile does not. Our mesh
holds true to its tensile strength.
We use mineral colour-fast pigments
that will not stain your building when
it rains, unlike traditional metal mesh
materials.

Cost
Effective
Our mesh goes up fast, cutting down
the install time dramatically and
saving costs. Our systems are simple
and our mesh is light weight meaning
we don’t need the same level of
fixings as metal products. This
means our installed rate is more cost
effective than other metal products
or glass panels.

Simple Attachment
Systems

Our attachment methods for both exterior and interior systems are simple and
based around two systems that utilise tube and hooks or a low profile track.
Even our custom projects are based around these simple attaching systems.
For fixing details, contact us at info@kaynemaile.com.

Unbeatable
Strength

Our mesh is made from the highest performing thermoplastic. It is extremely
robust and impact resistant. Thermally stable from -40°C to 120°C.

Lightweight

Stronger and lighter than glass. It weighs 3kg per m2 making it a perfect
choice where a low static load on buildings is required. Plus our light weight
mesh makes handling on site easy.

80% Airflow

Our mesh gives approximately 80% airflow through the cross sectional open
area. This means air compliant movement can be maintained in interior
spaces and exterior screens.

Fire
Resistant

Kaynemaile mesh is thermally stable and has excellent heat resistance. It achieves
the highest 1S rating in the AS/ISO 9705 room test. With a ASTM D 2843 smoke
index of 70.9°, ASTM 635 HB-CCI and NFPA 701-pass. We use FR-V0 material that is
rated self-extinguishing and suitable for high-density public spaces.

Solar
Protection

Kaynemaile-Armour gives you the ability to control the level of direct light
entering your building — offering up to 75% solar protection.

Weather
Protection

Our mesh system acts as an effective wind and rain screen due to its crosssectional density. For added protection, a second skin of mesh can be utilised
which effectively limits the through penetration.

Efficient
Installation

Our large screens go up fast without cranes. Our fixing systems are simple
and don’t require special training. Should you need it we offer a supervisory
service to help you on site anywhere in the world.

10 Year
Warranty
Kaynemaile-Armour™ and
Spacemaile™ products have a 10-year
standard warranty. Our seamless
mesh is UV stabilised using inorganic
colours for long term stability and full
recyclability.
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Colour Range

Flat White

Ruby Red

We’ve come up with a range of standard colours to give you
a wide range of looks for your interior or exterior project.

Azure Blue

Water Clear

Colour Details
Jade Green
Interior Colours
All Kaynemaile standard colours are suitable for
Spacemaile interior use.
Exterior Colours
Our standard Kaynemaile-Armour colour range for
exterior use includes: Bronze, Copper, Steel, Obsidian
Black and Translucent Black.

Custom Colours
Kaynemaile can manufacture virtually any custom
colour for you. We work off standard RAL or Pantone
colour codes. Supply us the colour codes and we
can provide the swatches for final approval before
manufacture.

Finishes
All colours are in a gloss finish.

Ice Blue

Bronze

Copper

Steel

Obsidian Black

Warranty
Translucent Black
We stand behind our products and offer a longer warranty period
than most of our competitors.
We have a 10-year warranty on all Kaynemaile hardware and
mesh for both interior and exterior applications.
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Silver
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Stay updated and join
the conversation on
our latest projects.
/KaynemaileMesh
@kaynemaile
kaynemaile-limited
@kaynemaile
kaynemaile.com

Collaborate
with us
Contact us for more information
and specific advice for your current
and future projects.

Custom Balustrade, Commercial Stairwell
Colour: Water Clear | Auckland, NZ

PHONE:

EMAIL:

NZ +64 4 473 4989
AU Toll Free 1800 231 153
USA Toll Free 1855 387 5440

info@kaynemaile.com
WEB:

www.kaynemaile.com
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